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Just a few quick thoughts in a busy month that's made it feel like we're suffering from late-onset
ADD and prevented us from stringing more than a coherent thought or two together:

  

Is the smoking fetish community starting to react to what we can best describe as "oversupply?"
 More than one person has remarked to us lately that they aren't getting the same enjoyment
they used to from watching "just" an attractive young woman smoke - and that's sent them in
search of more unusual material. One mentioned girls smoking hookahs and pipes, another
mentioned scenes with multiples, and a third mentioned "fake taboo" (alleged smoking incest
clips making the rounds on Clips4Sale) as the primary types of video that can get them going
these days. And that's on top of the neverending interest in finding under-18 smoking clips that
nearly destroyed one popular message board. This all naturally led us to wonder whether a
growing disinterest in mainstream smoking video is a more widespread phenomemon that we
had guessed - and if so, what is causing it. If indeed this is a real change in people's interests
and not just a coincidence that we've come across, the only cause we can think of is
overexposure. There are so many mainstream smoking fetish videos that have been released
since the mid-90s which live on through producer sites and now through tubes, torrents and
sharing sites - have people simply grown weary of the genre due to the enormous amount of
video already available? Admittedly, almost all producers use the same basic sets which
certainly lends a feeling of "sameness" to new video, no matter how beautiful or accomplished a
model may be. But it seems odd that an entire group of fetishists can "morph" over a period of a
few years into a group in need of extreme material. We'd love to hear your thoughts.

  

On a somewhat related note, we notice that in addition to a huge decline in smoking story
submissions to Smoke Signals has been mirrored by a lack of new stories at Loring's Smoking
Stories site. We again have to wonder if it reflects a dropoff of interest in more mainstream
smoking fetish outlets, a "dumbing down" of our community in terms of interest in this sort of
material (it's hard for tweeps to tell a smoking story in 140 characters) or again, just another
coincidence. Maybe we're just too wedded to the written word to understand it - after all, we still
read magazines and the occasional newspaper here. Thankfully, we still have Vesperae on staff
:)

  

And on a totally unrelated note, we're pleased to tell you that the Smoking Erotica catalog is
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returning to Smoking Flicks for streaming or download. We're in the process of re-adding all of
their older material, and will have new SE videos coming in the near future as well. We don't
know whether Smoking Models will also be returning, but we're hopeful.

  

Enjoy the May-June issue!
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